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Service Management Concepts: Implications for Hospitality Management

Abstract
In - Service Management Concepts: Implications for Hospitality Management – a study by K. Michael Haywood, Associate Professor, School of Hotel and Food Administration, University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Associate Professor Haywood initially proffers: “The study and application of hospitality management has progressed on its own for many years; however, managers are not immune to the knowledge gained from study of other service industries. The author synthesizes what is happening in the area of service management, looks at its relevance to hospitality management, and identifies a few important implications of service management for hospitality managers.”

The author draws a distinction between non-denominated service management, and service management as it applies to the hospitality industry. This is done to make an apparent comparison, as many people would assume the two are one in the same. They are not, and the contrast works well here.

“While much of what we already know about effective management applies to service industries, some of the traditional concepts of management are inadequate in solving the problems faced by service businesses,” Haywood points out. “If a body of knowledge to be known as service management already exists, or is being developed, where does it fit relative to hospitality management,” Haywood asks.

According to John Bateson, Testing a Conceptual Framework for Consumer Service Marketing, there are four criteria used to judge service management. Haywood details these for you, the reader, by way of citation.

Haywood points to the difficulty in pin-pointing the intangibles that underpin the service industry. Since service is a concept rather than a touchable good, such as inventory, problems arise for both the organization and the client. Haywood points to a classic study of four service industries in France to illustrate the problems, although no realistic suggestions address the issues.

“Over the past few years a variety of system models have been developed to explain the service process, that is, how the service is designed, produced, delivered, and consumed,” Haywood offers. These models are depicted in Appendices A-E.

In offering perspectives on how the hospitality industry can gain from the experiences of service management, Haywood observes: “Service management places particular emphasis on a strategic outlook. Hospitality firms would be wise to carefully examine how they are perceived in the marketplace vis-a-vis their service concept, position, competitive situation, and management’s leadership abilities.”

“Learning from the experiences of other service firms can help keep a company on track, that is, providing needed and valued services,” he closes the thought.
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Service Management Concepts: Implications for Hospitality Management

by
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The study and application of hospitality management has progressed on its own for many years; however, managers are not immune to the knowledge gained from study of other service industries. The author synthesizes what is happening in the area of service management, looks at its relevance to hospitality management, and identifies a few important implications of service management for hospitality managers.

With the burgeoning of service industries and the need to adopt distinctive service orientations, there has been an accompanying demand for more appropriate management concepts, approaches, and techniques. While much of what we already know about effective management applies to service industries, some of the traditional concepts of management are inadequate in solving the problems faced by service businesses.

If a body of knowledge to be known as "service management" already exists, or is being developed, where does it fit relative to hospitality management? One way to answer the question is shown in Figure 1. The highest level of abstraction, theories of general management, constitutes a body of knowledge with general applicability wherever there is a business. Unfortunately, at that level of abstraction the transition from concept or theory to managerial application is often arduous. As the level of abstraction reduces, the range of application narrows, but the transition to use is easier. Thus at the lowest level we expect the techniques and concepts that have been developed in the area of hospitality management to have direct and immediate application to the industry but little capacity for generalization.

Until recently, management concepts and techniques at the first level of abstraction only existed and were generalizable for a vast array of manufacturing industries. Service industries, including hospitality businesses, borrowed from this body of knowledge, but the resulting "fit" has often been judged to be poor. With the growing importance of service industries, a need for a new body of knowledge is beginning to fill the void for a first level of abstraction for service industries, and as an important part of the service sector, hospitality businesses are bound to benefit.
There are four criteria used to judge service management:
- the perceived body of common problems at the management level
- the real structural difference between services and goods
- the conceptualization of the management decision process
- the link between the common problems, structural differences and decision processes

**Common Problems Exist at Management Level**

Service businesses are said to suffer from low productivity or output of service workers. This often results in a faster rate of price increases in comparison to goods. However, introduction of a "production line" approach, increased computerization, and use of new technological advances is serving to mitigate this problem. In a classic study of four service industries in France—distribution, banking, hotel and transportation—a more specific set of common problems has been identified:
Problems for the organization

- lack of inventories to balance supply and demand (services can’t be stored)
- no patent protection
- complex employee/client interface
- physical setting and environment effect quality of service but are difficult to control
- growth of firm requires development of its own distribution network
- innovation is difficult because it implies the need for client education to change behavior

Problems for the client

- client must have considerable confidence in the firm and its ability to deliver the service
- a “mental image” of the service is difficult to formulate
- reduction of perceived risk in buying the service necessitates word of mouth or personal influence
- there is a tendency to become emotionally involved with a service firm when consuming the service

These and other concerns such as the difficulty in setting prices or the difficulty in centralizing production have prompted many questions. Can service businesses become less people-intensive (more industrialized) while maintaining “personalization” and/or improving service quality? Can positive word-of-mouth be stimulated? How should customers be managed in order to even out demand? What are the best methods for communicating a clear image of the service? Clearly hospitality businesses share many of these problems with other service businesses.

Structural Differences Can Be Found

Most of the previously-noted problems can be traced back to the differences that exist between services and goods. A review of the literature on the unique characteristics of services suggests that the key structural difference hinges on the intangibility of services. That is, services can’t be touched or easily understood; they are acts or performances. Service is an outcome between a physical environment and/or facilitating goods, the service personnel, and the customer. Therefore, there is more or less a simultaneous production/consumption of the service. This results in an inability to inventory, the necessity to deal with or sell directly to the customer, the need for multi-site locations close to the customer, and so on. It is this shared characteristic of intangibility that provides hospitality businesses with an identifiable link to other service businesses.

It should be noted, however, that there are significant differences among services businesses with regard to the intensity or importance
of intangibility. Hospitality business have important tangible attributes; in fact, food goes through a manufacturing process.

Lovelock suggests, therefore, that service businesses be distinguished from one another. His categorization is based on marketing characteristics consisting of five attributes:

- the nature of the service encountered
- the degree of customization and judgment on the part of the service provider
- the nature of demand and supply for the service
- the manner in which the service is delivered

Models Are Developed for the Management Decision Process

Over the past few years a variety of system models have been developed to explain the service process, that is, how the service is designed, produced, delivered, and consumed. Development of these models has grown out of different approaches to the question: "What is service management?" At the Harvard Business School, for example, Sasser, Olsen, and Wyckoff attacked the problem from the point-of-view of manufacturing strategy, while Eiglier and Langeard at the Universite de Droit approached it from the perspective of marketing. More recent conceptualizations have been oriented toward operations research focus, or a strategic, organizational, and management leadership focus. Each of these models is depicted in Appendices A-E. There is sufficient similarity among them that allows us to identify and characterize their basic decision elements: the customer/client, the service concept, the service delivery system, service levels, and the service provider.

The customer/client: In asking the question: "How shall we approach the management of service?," Albrecht and Zemke note the central importance of the customer: "This service triangle, as we call it (see Appendix D), represents the three elements of service strategy, people, and systems as more or less revolving around the customer in a creative interplay." The centrality of the customer is common to each of the models. The customer is identified as the key to defining the nature of the service and to determining how it is delivered. As such it is crucial for service management to

- identify the particular types of customer for which the service system is designed
- have a clear understanding of customers' expectations and perceptions so that the service concept can be well defined, communicated, and produced
- understand and know how to deal with the customer as a part of and/or participant (physically, intellectually, or emotionally) in the service delivery system
The service concept: The intangible nature of services and the presence of the consumer in the process requires development of a total service experience. For this reason services are often identified as packages consisting of four attributes:

- the physical items or facilitating goods, e.g., food, utensils
- the supporting facility, e.g., the hotel, a dining room
- the sensual benefits or explicit services, e.g., taste, aroma, social and structural atmospheres
- the psychological benefits or implicit services, e.g., comfort, status, reassurance

In other words, it is recognized that each service requires the use or presence of equipment, physical facilities, or hardware. The intangible services can be realized through interaction with contact personnel, the supporting mechanisms, and even other clientele.

Richard Normann differentiates between core services, the big benefits the customer is looking for, and peripheral services, the little things, or added bonuses that go along with the big benefits.10 Similarly, Albrecht and Zemke differentiate between the primary service package and the secondary service package:

- **Primary service package:** The center piece of your service offering. It is your basic reason for being in business.... It needs to reflect the overriding logic of your service strategy and needs to offer a natural, compatible set of goods, services, and experiences that go together in the customer’s mind to form an impression of high value.
- **Secondary service package:** To support, complement, and add value to your primary service package. The secondary package should not be a hodge podge of ‘extras’ thrown in with no forethought. All of these secondary service features should provide ‘leverage,’ that is, help build up the value of the total package in the customer’s eyes.11

In a highly competitive situation, there is a synergistic relationship between the primary and secondary service packages that can lead to creative and effective approaches to the design of the service.

**Service delivery system:** Sasser, et. al., describe the service delivery system as a process that creates the service and delivers it simultaneously to the customer, i.e., the customer is actively involved in the process.12 Design of the delivery system, however, is contingent upon the definition of the service package. Examples of approaches to service system design are depicted in Figures 2 and 3 and range from personalized service to self-service. It has been noted that the pressures for control and lower costs tend to force many service businesses to decrease the degree of interaction and customization, thereby creating a service factory.13

The service factory frequently results in a movement away from personalized service toward self service. Paradoxically, this translates in-
Figure 2
Approaches to Design of Delivery Systems

Source: James A. Fitzsimmons and Robert S. Sullivan, Service Operations Management, p. 27.
to managing customers. Costs are cut and profits boosted by turning customers into more efficient "employees." However, unless customers are willing to perform as expected and understand what they are expected to do and where they must go to do it, frustration, stress, and dissatisfaction will result. Consequently, service delivery systems must be designed with the customer in mind and customers may have to be educated if they are to learn how to do their "jobs."

**Service levels:** Sasser, et al., refer to service level as "the consumer's perception of the quality of service." Since customers explicitly and implicitly rank different attributes of the service package (e.g., waiting time, cleanliness, staff attitude, etc.) on the basis of service level and price, management must determine the appropriate mix and balance of service attributes and how they can best be designed into the service delivery system. Of course, other key concerns revolve around the correct communication of the service concept with emphasis on the appropriate attributes, managing the service levels through training and quality assurance programs, and maintaining corporate focus on the critical success factors.

**Service provider:** The unique characteristic of service is the interaction or interplay of employees with every other aspect of the service system. Since each and every service encounter gives rise to dozens of what have been called "moments of truth," individuals in the organization must know their role and responsibility in producing and delivering the service attributes important to the customer. Well-trained, helpful, and courteous staff create memorable moments. Unfriendly, uncooperative, or uninterested staff create dull and disastrous moments. Clearly the survival of organizations is contingent upon ensuring a highly motivated and committed staff.

As Normann emphasizes, service businesses are "personality intensive" in that they enjoy a high degree of discretion to influence specific situations. Therefore, Albrecht and Zemke's warning, "If you're not serving the customer, you'd better be serving someone who is," is a constant reminder of what management must do to ensure the outcome of each moment of truth.

Since the ultimate success of service businesses is dependent upon the quality of service provided, special attention must be paid to the service encounter. In particular, attention must be given to contact employees who provide what may be termed "emotional labor." Therefore, employee needs and problems in service encounters need to be balanced against the needs and expectations of customers. Service encounters should not be left to chance; they must be properly managed.

**Links Must Be Made Between Problems and Decisions**

Each of the service management models has a slightly different perspective when it comes to linking the essential service elements. Since service is a social process, the most important part of management consists of identifying the critical factors which make the particular service...
system function and of designing powerful ways of controlling and maintaining these attributes in a concrete manner. Therefore, we differentiate between an overall service strategy and an operational strategy.

**Service strategy:** First and foremost in a service strategy is the need to position the service organization in the marketplace. A service strategy is a distinctive formula for delivery of a service; such a strategy is keyed to a well-chosen benefit premise that is valuable to the customer and that establishes an effective competitive position. This chosen strategy must be based on a thorough assessment of customer expectations, analysis of competitive strengths and weaknesses, and the alignment of customer expectations with service capabilities. Strategy should serve as an organizing principle that allows contact personnel to channel their efforts toward benefit-oriented services that make a significant different in the eye of the customer; it should also help describe the value to be offered.

To this end Heskett shows how Porter’s three generic competitive strategies—overall cost leadership, differentiation, and focus—can be matched to the level of service delivered (as perceived by customers) and cost of service delivery. However, a service concept cannot be all things to all people. It must also be reviewed in the context of innovation segmentation.

Service strategy also takes into account corporate philosophy. Choice and commitment to a service strategy relies largely on a prevailing corporate culture and normative philosophy. Normann feels that the following ingredients epitomize a solid service organization:

- orientation toward quality and excellence
- development of a long-term relationship with clients
- investment in people and high social technology orientation
- rigorous control systems with regard to factors vital to success in the client relationship
- strong focus on delivering client value for the money and tailoring services to particular market segments.

Implementation of these attributes requires strong leadership. Therefore, leaders must be visible, set and communicate standards, evaluate and reward people, make their organization credible, and create an image that reinforces the strategic vision. There are, therefore, a number of dimensions to operating strategy—the design of services, quality and productivity, marketing of services, and operations research.

**Operating strategy/design of services:** Every service system requires procedures to ensure that the service package is properly designed. Upon implementation, systems must then be put in place to ensure that the “right” things are done right.

Shostak suggests that service organizations should subject service development to more rigorous analysis and control. By identifying the processes that constitute the service, by noting the fail points, and
by establishing a time frame and analyzing profitability, a service blueprint can be created. She indicates that such a tool is useful in helping to highlight tangible evidence, plan service encounters, modify a service, focus on quality and productivity improvements, and determine where automation may fit and where personalized human contact should be maintained.

Operating strategy/quality and productivity: Virtually all the models of service systems note that successful services are those that are predictable, uniform, and dependable. Hence the importance of setting and monitoring standards for quality and productivity. However, service quality is not merely a mechanistic procedure. First of all, quality must be viewed as a philosophy pervading a whole organization: It refers to an attitude of excellence. Secondly, service quality must be seen in relative terms—relative to expectations, competitive situation, and employee capabilities—as well as in absolute terms.

Service quality invariably focuses on customer/personnel interactions. To positively influence this interaction Normann suggests that service firms have to

- get employees to empathize with client needs and to find ways to adapt accordingly
- use systems and tools to reinforce the position of the service provider, creating and enriching the interaction with the client
- create opportunities for interaction so that the employee can receive positive feedback
- shape the expectations of the client and prepare him to enter the interaction in such a way as to contribute to the social dynamic that engenders his own quality experience
- ensure that a positive, open, and service-minded climate pervades the organization

However, both Normann and Hothschild question how far managers can go in improving the quality of interpersonal encounters. For example, it is possible to offend the more general goals of human dignity, divert attention from more genuine attitudes of care and helpfulness, and damage the internal climate of trust and control.

Since the service concept and the appropriate market segmentation are the first factors to consider in any discussion of quality, service managers must make sure that the right people are in the job in the first place. Quality must also be built into the purchases of all other ingredients in the service package. For example, quality in the service delivery system must be assured. That means that such things as appropriate waiting and service times must be determined and standards set and enforced.

Questions relating to the productivity of services can’t be divorced from issues of quality. It is not enough to restructure jobs, substitute mechanical devices or computers for service personnel, or encourage
greater customer participation. Productivity can only be enhanced positively when firms concentrate on developing customer trust, understanding customers' habits, pre-testing new procedures or equipment, understanding customers' motivations and behavior, and teaching customers how to use service innovations in a non-threatening way.

**Operational strategy/marketing of services:** Marketing practitioners and academics are actively exploring, applying, and extending marketing ideas and practices in a wide range of service situations. Service marketing books by Rathmell, Lovelock, Cowell, the service marketing conference proceedings of the American Marketing Association, and recent working papers on service marketing by the Marketing Science Institute have created a wealth of new marketing knowledge. Not only is the concept of "product" being rethought, but marketing mix ingredients have been expanded. Marketing strategy is being developed to encourage word of mouth communication; customers are being given more tangible clues with which to judge and evaluate services; and differentiation between advertising and internal marketing activities is being advised.

**Operations/strategy/operations research:** Methods and techniques for establishing and controlling service levels, designing jobs, planning and managing capacity, forecasting demand, determining facility locations, etc., are part of the new thrust into operations research applied to service firms. As in the case of service marketing, the distinctive characteristics of service operations suggest new insights into the problems of managing service capacity and points to the need to integrate the functions of marketing and operations in services. For example, if service is derived from the interaction of customers with the service facilities and with customers contact personnel, then the different functional departments—operations, marketing and personnel—are forced to be interdependent (See Figure 3).

---

**Figure 3**

The Service Management Triangle

---
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In many service businesses, however, interdependence is hard to achieve. Independence tends to be the operative word with operations guiding the way because of its predominant position. As a result, there is often a lack of balance between different orientations (cost versus revenue), different time horizons (short versus long), different motivations for change (technology driven versus customer-driven), and different approaches to change (traditional versus innovative).

Service management is becoming a recognized and accepted subset of general management. Given the continued growth of the service sector, and the almost universal belief by managers and academics that service management is in certain key respects different from goods or manufacturing based management, the rapid growth of service management literature in recent years is not surprising. A further acceleration of this interest and research activity in the years ahead is not only expected but is necessary as far more questions than answers exist at this time.

Implications Exist for Hospitality Management

For hospitality managers and educators numerous intriguing implications arise from a study of the field of service management. Knowledge of service management concepts introduces opportunities to more thoroughly understand and improve hospitality management. Possible courses of action that lead from our understanding of service management are numerous.

First and foremost is the necessity for managers to become thoroughly conversant with the service management literature. In this way new service management concepts and linkages can be explained and introduced into existing management systems. For this to occur all students, whether they be part of corporate training programs or enrolled in a college or university program, should be given the opportunity to work on a wide range of service management problems in a variety of service industry settings. By understanding that airline or advertising companies share similar concerns, future hospitality managers will be able to capitalize on the service concepts used or found in other service settings. Furthermore, hospitality firms should research or help fund research to expand the application of service management concepts in a hospitality industry context.

A high quality service orientation is such a powerful competitive weapon that it is now recognized as an essential part of business strategy, not a frill. Hospitality businesses that cannot demonstrate a significant commitment to the needs of their guests will be left further and further behind. In every successful service business quality of service has become top management’s most important issue.

Unfortunately, service is taken so much for granted by hospitality managers that the nuances and the subtleties of the service encountered are frequently ignored. By noting how other service businesses handle the practical difficulties involved in designing and managing encounters from a blend of views—guest perceptions, provider characteristics, and production realities—hospitality managers can develop exciting insights
into the psychology of employee/guest interactions as well as the field of environmental psychology or the guest/setting interactions.

The design of service delivery systems often gets short shrift in hospitality businesses. Not only is the simultaneous production and consumption of service often ignored, but the whole design process is often left in the hands of misinformed architects and interior designers whose focus is primarily aesthetic. Continuous emphasis on lowering labor costs, improving guest and employees satisfaction, and reducing real and perceived levels of risk will require hospitality managers to become more diligent.

By studying the three basic approaches to the design of service delivery systems utilized by other service businesses, the technocratic production line approach, the consumer participation approach, and the consumer high-low contact approach, new opportunities for simultaneously improving productivity and quality may be discovered.

Opinions may differ on the impact of service management concepts, but probably the most important message is the radical departure from the standard organizational charts as depictions of how a business works. By viewing businesses as processes rather than merely as structures, it becomes easier to see the customer as the center of focus, shaping and shaped by the integration of the service strategy, the operating systems, and the service providers. In this constant interplay, management's responsibility is to service the needs of the people who are serving the customers. Hospitality managers may want to seriously deliberate on this point and assess their role in providing honest-to-goodness service and hospitality within their own firms.

Service management places particular emphasis on a strategic outlook. Hospitality firms would be wise to carefully examine how they are perceived in the marketplace vis-a-vis their service concept, position, competitive situation, and management's leadership abilities. As many service businesses are beginning to discover continually rising customer expectations, competing service concepts, difficulties in building a loyal and dedicated staff, and quickly evolving technology provide the right conditions for obsolescence. Learning from the experiences of other service firms can help keep a company on track, that is, providing needed and valued services.
Appendix A
Sasser, Olsen and Wyckoff's Service System

Service Concept
- facilitating goods
- explicit intangibles
- implicit intangibles

Service Delivery System
- performance characteristics of materials
- service atmosphere and images of facilities
- service attitudes of employees

Dictate and are defined by

Service Levels
Defined in terms of performance levels of
- material
- facilities
- personnel

Are defined by management to create

Communicated by
Advertising
Purchases

Consumer
Perceived service levels

Operates to create

Source: W. Earl Sasser, R. Dave Olsen and D. Daryl Wyckoff
Appendix B
Eiglier and Langeard's Service System

Service Businesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Organizational System</th>
<th>Physical Support or Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invisible to system</td>
<td>Contact Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible to Client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Client A

Client B

--- Direct Interactions
--- Secondary Interactions

Appendix C
Normann's Service System

The Service Concept

The Market Segment

The Culture and Philosophy

The Service Delivery System

The Image


Appendix D
Albrecht and Zemke's Service System

The Service Strategy

The Customer

The Systems

The People

Source: Karl Albrecht and Ron Zemke, Service America: Doing Business in the New Economy, p. 42.
Appendix E

Heskett's Service System

Service Delivery System

Service System Integration

Operating Strategy

Value Cost Leverage

Service Concept

Positioning

Target Market Segments
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